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Modern organizations must completely rethink how they approach fraud prevention. 
Today’s fraudsters have in their arsenal a growing number of sophisticated techniques 
to infiltrate customer accounts or impersonate good customers. They can mass-register 
fake accounts and wait in stealth mode for weeks or days to launch large-scale attacks. 
Or, they commandeer good user accounts to execute phishing schemes, promotion 
abuse, payment and shipping fraud, and more. 

Traditional point solutions only address one use case, or they look for fraud only at 
the transaction level. They rely on rules and reactive machine learning techniques that 
can no longer match the speed, scale and complexity of modern fraud attacks — and 
organizations suffer from financial loss, negative customer experiences and a tarnished 
reputation.

To fight all types of fraud, businesses must leverage the full spectrum of fraud detection 
and prevention capabilities available — bot detection, device identification, behavior 
analytics and machine learning — to assess the risk of users interacting with their 
digital channels, and gather the broadest and deepest insights to protect the customer’s 
journey. Rather than relying on one-time risk assessments at the entry point — a login 
or payment transaction — they must implement solutions that continually assess risk 
across the entire customer lifecycle. In this way, businesses will be able to detect and 
prevent fraud attacks with precision and accuracy, and retain valuable customers by 
providing a frictionless experience.

With its comprehensive platform for enterprise fraud and risk management, DataVisor 
delivers continuous protection across the entire customer account lifecycle. In this 
ebook, we’ll explore six of the most common types of fraud, and explain how DataVisor 
enables complete, proactive protection for each use case.

Introduction The Key to Continuous Fraud 
and Risk Protection 

BUY

IP
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Fake Accounts
A common method fraudsters use to commit fraud is mass registration of fake accounts. 
Traditional fraud and risk solutions monitor transactions and activities as the fraud is 
happening but fail to address the root cause, and there’s no real-time capability to identify 
fake accounts until they’re already in use. By then, it’s too late. Early detection is necessary 
to catch fraudsters red-handed, before the damage is done.

STAGE 1
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Fraud Techniques Fake Accounts Gateway to Fraud

Human-operated farms

Device Emulators

Proxies/VPNs

Cloud Infrastructure

Incubating Accounts

Botnets

Automated

Scalable

Obfuscated

Sophisticated

Fast-Evolving

Payment Fraud

Shipping Fraud

Promotion Abuse

Spam Scams

Fake Listings & Reviews

ATO

Customer Churn

Financial Loses

Reputation Damage

82%
of companies confirm fake users are a big 
problem; 44% report they are a significant 
problem.*

5.4B
fake accounts were removed by Facebook in 
2019; 64% increase from 2018.*  

Fake Accounts Open the Door for Fraudsters

Modern fraudsters use automated AI-driven botnets or human-
operated farms to mass register fake accounts at scale to commit 
application and payment fraud, promotion and content abuse, scams 
and more. They may use device emulators and cloud infrastructures 
to obscure or disguise their digital fingerprints. Often, attacks are 
launched immediately after the accounts are created — a slow 
response can result in huge fraud losses. Legacy, reactive 
approaches fail to detect incubating accounts, which at first may 
seem authentic, but can be used at a later date to execute attacks of 
massive scale. 

* The Fraud Report: How Fake Users Are Impacting Business

The Problem

FAKE
ACCOUNTS
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Early Detection Slow Detection

Create Accounts Incubate Accounts

TRADITIONAL SOLUTIONS

Launch Attacks Damage Occurs

80% of fraudsters caught at 
registration stage99% detection accuracy 7X detection uplift

Early Detection Is CRITICAL

DataVisor solutions detect fraudulent activity in real time, the moment 
an account opens, stopping the process before any damage occurs. 
They leverage UML to holistically analyze digital fingerprints, metadata 
and more, and enable accurate decision-making, even with limited 
information. By capturing malicious activity fast and early, DataVisor 
stops fraud at the gate and prevents downstream damage from 
incubating accounts. 

DataVisor’s solutions deliver immediate ROI, because they don’t rely on 
historical data or labels. Using linkage analysis, they can detect groups 
of fake accounts simultaneously, enabling fraud and risk teams to 
make bulk decisions to thwart coordinated, large-scale attacks. 

DataVisor customers have achieved 99% detection accuracy and 
have been able to capture 80% of attempted fraud at account 
registration — a 7X uplift in fraud detection.

99% 

FAKE
ACCOUNTS

The solution



Account Takeovers
Account takeovers have increased by 31% in 2020, and that percentage is growing. 
Fraudsters release bots to gather user credentials and other data, then take over their 
accounts. But traditional authentication methods add friction to the customer experience 
and produce high rates of false positives — and, they’re too slow for fast-moving bots. 
Once again, early detection is critical to preventing account takeovers and the criminal 
activities that follow.

STAGE 2

DataVisor customers have achieved 99% detection accuracy and 
have been able to capture 80% of attempted fraud at account 
registration — a 7X uplift in fraud detection.

99% 
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Fraud Techniques Account Takeover Downstream Attacks

Social Engineering

SIM Swapping

Password Spraying

Malicious Software

Credential Stuffing

Bot-Powered

Human-Operated

Massive-Scale

Automated

Spam

Phishing

Card Testing

Virtual Currency Fraud

Promotion Abuse

Financial Fraud

Customer Churn

Financial Loses

Reputation Damage

Enter your email

Password

LOGIN

31%
increase in ATOs year over year, showing no signs of 
abating. *

100
attacks per second, by BOTS, making it easier and 
faster for fraudsters to commit account takeover.**

Account Takeovers Are Damaging Your Businesses 
and Customers

Fraudsters use credential stuffing, social engineering (phishing), SIM 
swapping, password spraying and other techniques to compromise 
good users’ accounts, and steal personal and financial data to commit 
fraud. Automated bots can perform upwards of 100 attacks per 
second, making it easier and faster for fraudsters to do their dirty work.

Unfortunately, traditional fraud detection methods add friction to the 
customer experience and often produce false positives, denying good 
customers access to their own accounts. This causes frustration and 
customer attrition. What’s more, they’re slow to stop fraud — 72% of 
the time, fraudulent transactions occur within one hour of the initial 
compromise. Bots can impersonate many different devices with 
different IP addresses. Such hyper-distributed attacks go undetected — 
until it’s too late.

* Forter’s Fifth Fraud Attack Index
** Forter 2019 ATO whitepaper

ACCOUNT
TAKEOVER

The Problem
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Good Users
Having unusual behavior 
patterns

Bad Actors
Mimicking good users' 

behavior
Individual-Level Analysis

0.7% false positive rate45% detection uplift

Track anomalous behaviors based on each account.
Detect sophisticated attacks in real time while add no friction to good users.

Group-Level Analysis
Use unsupervised ML to perform cluster analysis. 
Uncover bot-powered or human-farm-operated attacks at large scale. 

Global-Level Analysis
Use global data from 4.2B protected accounts to track transition probability.
Distinguish fraudsters who mimic good user’s behaviors from real customers.

Ensure Good Customers Aren’t Victims of Fraud

Protecting user accounts without adding friction to the customer 
experience requires assessing behavioral changes early and with 
high accuracy. DataVisor’s solutions distinguish good users from bad 
actors who mimic good user behavior to protect customer accounts 
before an attack occurs — and without the use of legacy knowledge or 
historical labels.

DataVisor tracks out-of-pattern behavior associated with individual 
accounts and uses UML to identify group-level, large-scale takeover 
behaviors in real time. Holistic analysis against a vast Global 
Intelligence Network of more than 1 trillion events enables proactive 
protection at the point of compromise — whether the attack is 
distributed, bot-powered or human-operated — stopping fraudsters 
in their tracks, reducing false positives and providing good users with 
seamless, friction-free account access.

DataVisor customers have reported up to 45% increases in 
detection accuracy and false positive rates as low as 0.7%.

45% 

ACCOUNT
TAKEOVER

The solution
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Promotion Abuse
Promotion abuse is increasingly common, as fraudsters tap into digital channels to cash in 
on sign-up bonuses, discounts and other types of promotional offers. Bad actors can “game 
the system” by mass-registering fake accounts to take advantage of these offers with no 
intention remaining loyal to the brand. Without a scalable technology for detecting and 
preventing promotion abuse, profitability is at stake.

STAGE 3
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Customers Coupons

     Fraudsters

Merchant Subsidies

Gift Cards

Signup Bonus

Promo Codes

Referral Bonus

SALE
%

$

$

217%
increase in coupon abuse from Q4 2017 to Q1 2018.*

Fraudsters Are Taking Advantage of Promotions

Promotion abuse is hard to identify, because fraudsters use 
sophisticated tools such as automated bots to execute high-scale 
coordinated attacks. Rules-based systems are ineffective in detecting 
rapidly evolving attack techniques. As many businesses rely on 
promotions to attract new customers, promotion fraud can not only 
eat away profits — rigid fraud prevention techniques can impede 
a business’s ability to engage new customers with promotional 
campaigns. This can hamper new market growth and competitiveness.

* Forter 2018Q1 Fraud Attack Index report

PROMOTION
ABUSE

The Problem
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Thousands of Accounts 
& Activities

Linkage Analysis Bulk Decisions

Good Users

Abusers

Ensure Valuable Promotions Reach 

Real Customers 

DataVisor’s solutions leverage UML and linkage analysis to stop 
promotion abuse at scale. UML, deep learning and big data analysis 
enable proactive fraud detection for both known and unknown fraud 
patterns, delivering a 300% uplift in detection rates for some DataVisor 
clients, compared to legacy, rules-based solutions. 

DataVisor’s linkage analysis capabilities enable fraud and risk teams 
to manually review less-suspicious accounts for deeper insights 
and uncover hidden connections among linked entities. By doing so, 
DataVisor simplifies bulk decisions and provides up to 100X increases 
in review efficiency.

One DataVisor customer saved $20 millions in fraud losses, 
while maintaining the ability to launch large-scale promotions 
that benefit their business by attracting new customers.

$20M

PROMOTION
ABUSE

The solution



Payment Fraud
Consumers store credit and debit card details to make payments online, and fraudsters are 
watching. If organizations fail to stop fraud in the first few seconds of a transaction, it’s too 
late — the criminals have already succeeded. Yet accidentally declining transactions for good 
customers can impact reputation and profitability. Proactive, early detection is essential — and 
UML is the answer.

STAGE 4
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Reactive & Slow Detection

Chargeback 
Fraud

Card 
Skimming

Stolen 
Credit Cards Gift Card Fraud

Card-Not-Present

Digital Wallets 
Fraud

Significant Fraud Loss$

82%
of merchants say their businesses are vulnerable 
to fraud from mobile transactions.*

77%
of merchants report their company has been a victim 
of some type of fraud, including stolen credit cards, 
card skimming, chargeback and gift card fraud.*

Hijacked Accounts and Data Lead to Fraudulent 
Transactions

Millions in chargebacks resulting from fraudulent transactions 
continue to slip through legacy detection systems. In fact, 77% of 
merchants report their company has been a victim of some type of 
fraud, including stolen credit cards, card skimming, chargeback and 
gift card fraud. 

Fraudulent transactions are extremely difficult to catch because 
the decision to block a transaction must occur within seconds. Yet 
accidentally declining a good user’s transaction negatively impacts 
the customer experience, and this has a downstream effect on the 
company’s profits. Customers lose trust in the brand and turn to 
competitors, causing financial losses and reputational damage.

* Food Delivery Unicorn Uses DataVisor for Fraud-Free 
Global Expansion

PAYMENT
FRAUD

The Problem

https://network.americanexpress.com/globalnetwork/dam/jcr:09c34553-b4a2-43ca-bf3e-47cbc911ea51/American%20Express%202019%20Digital%20Payments%20Survey_Insights%20Paper.pdf
https://network.americanexpress.com/globalnetwork/dam/jcr:09c34553-b4a2-43ca-bf3e-47cbc911ea51/American%20Express%202019%20Digital%20Payments%20Survey_Insights%20Paper.pdf
https://www.datavisor.com/intelligence-center/case-studies/unicorn-food-delivery-fraud-2020/
https://www.datavisor.com/intelligence-center/case-studies/unicorn-food-delivery-fraud-2020/
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Traditional Machine Learning

MONTHS

6
To build a new model 

& need contrast returning

Collect Historical Data Label Historical Data Train Models Retune Models

DataVisor Machine Learning

WEEKS

2
To build a new model 

& no need for retuning

Analyze Data in Real Time No Need for Label Data Train Models No Need to Retune Models

Detect Payment Fraud in Real Time

DataVisor protects real-time payments, wire transfers and peer-to-
peer transactions against sophisticated payment fraud at scale. Using 
UML to spot new and fast-evolving fraud patterns without the need for 
historic labels, large datasets or training time, DataVisor can detect 
and prevent fraudulent transactions in milliseconds, delivering rapid 
ROI. At the same time, legitimate transactions are processed without 
delays or complex verification processes, reducing false positives and 
removing friction from customer transactions.

One DataVisor customer was able to detect 20% more fraud 
attempts with DataVisor compared to its existing solution, 
with 94% accuracy, resulting in more than $12 million in savings.

94%

PAYMENT
FRAUD

The solution
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Shipping Fraud
You may have heard of “porch-pirates” — criminals that steal packages off porches. But 
criminals are stealing packages via digital channels, as well, breaking into user accounts online 
and rerouting packages to steal the goods. As deliveries involve many customer touchpoints, 
preventing shipping fraud requires an omnichannel approach and the ability to monitor both 
structured and unstructured data in real time and across all customer touchpoints. 

STAGE 5
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Warehouse

Fraudster’s 
Address

Fraudster’s 
Address

Good Customer’s 
Address

Rerouted Packages

Shipped to Unusal Address

37%
increase in the rates of shipping fraud.*

60%
increase in attack rates of shipping fraud in the 
Western U.S.*

Stolen Credentials Lead to Pilfered Packages

Shipping fraud can occur over digital channels, before the packages 
ever arrive at their destination. Fraudsters use fake or stolen 
credentials to pose as customers and redirect deliveries to their own 
addresses. Experian reports that shipping fraud has increased by 60% 
in the Westrn U.S. in recent years, and with more and more online 
orders being placed since the beginning of 2020, that percentage will 
keep climbing. As people continue to avoid stores and order products 
for delivery, fraudsters will continue to cash in.

* * American Express Insights 2019 Digital Payments Survey

SHIPPING
FRAUD

The Problem
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LogAccounts Shipping 
data

Call 
Center

Phone & 
Email

Security Answer 
Changes

Chatbot Technical 
Support

Social

Order Processed

Omni-Channel Detection

Package Shipped Package Rerouted Package Delivered

60%
detection uplift*

40%
increase in review efficiency*

Boost Detection with Omni-Channel Data

DataVisor analyzes customer behavior holistically, taking into account 
structured and unstructured data across every touchpoint, whether 
digital or physical. Information from the transaction, customer 
account, call center log and endpoint devices are analyzed together 
to create a digital fingerprint that helps to accurately distinguish 
legitimate customers from fraudsters with speed and precision. 
This omnichannel approach reduces false positives while increasing 
fraud detection accuracy, and enables fraud and risk teams to make 
contextual, informed decisions.

DataVisor customers in the shipping industry have achieved 
up to 60% increases in detection rates, and 40% 
increases in review efficiency.

60%

SHIPPING
FRAUD

The solution



Content Abuse
Businesses depend on high-quality content to build trust and engage customers. 
Unfortunately, content abuse is more common than ever, and online platforms that become 
polluted with toxic content suffer reputational damage and eventually drive customers away. 
AI-powered fraud and risk solutions can help put an end to content abuse.

STAGE 6
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Malicious Content Erodes Trust

Content abuse is rampant on today’s online platforms. Fraudsters 
create and disseminate fake or malicious content by posing — and 
posting — as real users, using multiple entry points and bot-powered 
attacks that are fast and adaptable, and increasingly difficult to spot. 
Abusive, fraudulent or deceptive user-generated content can severely 
damage a brand by eroding user trust, leading to churn. 

Fraud solutions that rely on manually-created features, rules and 
blacklists can’t keep pace with rapidly evolving content abuse 
techniques — only deep-learning models and holistic analysis can stop 
content abuse in real-time and help organizations avoid financial and 
reputational damage.

Malicious Content Challenges to Detect Damage Occurs

Bot-Powered Attacks

Shortened URLs

Obfuscated Content

Images with Texts

Promotion Slow Detection

Multiple Entry Points

CUSTOMER CHURN

FINANCIAL LOSES

REPUTATION DAMAGE

50%
of people who see a scam on a site are unlikely to 
return.*

2%
of all uploaded content is a scam.*

Username m@ry8129

strongid30o0m@mail.ru

Wanna buy iPhones for $50?
Click the link: bit.ly/2DWsx

Need INSTANT-CA$h now?
Reply YES for more info

Free Starbucks gift card!
bit.ly/3aELm

Email

Profile Info

Message

Post & Listing

Image

* * Experian Inc. and Internet Retailer, 2017 E-commerce Fraud 
Report

CONTENT
ABUSE

The Problem
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CONTENT ANALYSIS

REAL-TIME DETECTION

HOLISTIC ANALYSIS

Username

detection uplift* 80% of spammers & scammers 
stopped at sign-up

Email

Profile Info

Images Other Content

Messages

Before good users see it

Posts

Lists

Devices

Networks

Cross-Account 
Linkages 

IP Addresses

Activities

Other Digital 
Fingerprints

7x

Deep Learning Models

Stop Spam, Scams And 
Fake Listings 

Unsupervised ML 
Models

Prevent Fake Content from Being Posted

DataVisor’s solutions detect spam, scams, fake listings and other 
malicious content in real time. Its patented UML technology holistically 
analyzes structured and unstructured data together for comprehensive 
content analysis, revealing shared patterns and uncovering hidden 
connections that point to bot-scripted or malicious content. 

DataVisor reviews hundreds of linked bot or human-operated accounts 
simultaneously, making intelligent bulk decisions to automatically 
block the bad ones and purge damaging content. This not only helps 
maintain platform integrity, it reduces overhead, increases efficiency 
and bolsters the brand’s ability to drive engagement.

One DataVisor customer was able to stop 80% of all 
spammers and scammers at sign-up.

80% 

CONTENT
ABUSE

The solution
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Comprehensive Detection Platform:
Continuous Customer Lifecycle Protection

DataVisor delivers a comprehensive fraud and risk management 
platform that protects organizations from all types of fraud. Unlike 
point solutions that only address a particular use case or provide 
protection for a single point of entry, DataVisor assesses events across 
the entire customer account lifecycle by leveraging:
 

 � Device intelligence

 � Patented unsupervised machine learning technology and              
deep-learning algorithms

 � An advanced rules engine powered by AI-enriched features

 � A vast Global Intelligence Network (GIN) of more than 4.2 billion      
user accounts

 � Advanced analytics and case management

 � Advanced bot detection

With this unmatched collection of technologies and capabilities, 
DataVisor delivers the only fraud and risk management platform for 
continuous protection throughout the customer account lifecycle. 

B I G  D A T A  
I N F R A S T R U C T U R E

D A T A  M A N A G E M E N T

D E T E C T I O N  E N G I N E

U I  A N D  D E C I S I O N

API Integration and Connectors

Device Intelligence Consortium Database Ingestion with 
Data Source

Feature Engineering

Advanced 
Rules Engine Unsupervised ML

Case Management Graph Analytics

Cloud-based SaaS 
Architecture Security Auto-Upgrades Scalability

FRAUD & RISK MANAGEMENT

P L AT F O R M
DATAVISOR

Supervised ML



About DataVisor
DataVisor is the world’s leading AI-powered Fraud and Risk Platform for enterprises. Using proprietary unsupervised machine 
learning algorithms, DataVisor restores trust in digital commerce by enabling organizations to proactively detect and act on 
fast-evolving fraud patterns, and prevent future attacks before they happen. Combining advanced analytics and an 
intelligence network of more than 4.2B global user accounts, DataVisor protects against financial and reputational damage 
across a variety of industries, including financial services, marketplaces, ecommerce, and social platforms.

For more information on DataVisor:

info@datavisor.com www.datavisor.com 967 N. Shoreline Blvd.  |  
Mountain View  |  CA 94043




